THE ATTACKS OH THE CORUNNA ROAD
run of Ms kitchen, and while we were preparing the
I remember we had as interested onlookers officers
the Legion and from General Varda's staff.
I had some difficulty about the stuffing. Nobody
what sausage meat was, and when I looked at the Spanish
sausages I realised that their mysterious Insides would be
of little use to me. So; accompanied by am enthusiastic
American helper, Mr. Reynold Packard, of the United
Press, I trudged off to the butcher's There we picked
out a large, clean-looking piece of fresh pork and some
calves5 liver and asked them to put It aH through the
mincing machine There was some hesitation about this,
and then it was explained that the only sausage machine
in the town was out of order. However, the butcher's
boy offered to chop it all up on the block, and when he
had finished we decided that it was quite minced enough
and carried it away. I made a great amount of stuffing,
cooked with onions, not a little garlic, two big tins of
truffles, and four of mushrooms, and had it all sewn in the
turkeys which, though somewhat skinny, were yet young
and not tough. I watched the birds very closely when
they were put in the oven, each covered with a leaf of
pork fat and with a large gobbet of butter in the roasting
pan. I watched closely, because I could see the Spanish
cook's look of disapproval, and I knew that she was only
awaiting my departure to open the oven and pour a "nice
pot of hot water round the birds, Just to prevent them
burning." I heard her say so to the Htchen maid, and
when I spoke to her and said "Certainly not," she merely
muttered and turned away.
There was work for many hands, including a fruit salad
and the preparation for Console's sole. He wanted
shnmps and we could only get prawns, he wanted mussels
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